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THE LITTLE LISTE
 

THE NEWS IN CAPSULE 

"'SPRING IN WASHINGTON---Al'ID NATURE DONS HER HUGE CORSAGE: Nature, always carefree, 
beautiful in all her moods, is ever in contrast to humanity's tension and struggle, 
and to the birth-pains of our now racing Evolution. We are in the midst of a "scien
tific explosion." The responsibility this bas incurred is so great that most people 
close their eyes to it. Sharper grow the lines 'twixt those who try to save the world 
and those who "live it up" ~ Even Congress---"the people's last resort"---is now 
openly charged with much corruption. "Congress," declareS" Howard K. Smith, "is our 
weakest link in Governmentj" with its self-permitted secrecy, it has become "an in
strument of wealth and privilege" that corrupts the judgment of these lawmakers and 
"poisons the moral climate of the nation." Its ethics are deteriorating, says the 
radio. The Society for Social Responsibility in Science comments, "Today the farce 
at the top of the human spectrum needs only a few songwriters to set the words to 
music---high comedy or high tragedy, as you prefer." There is said to be a deliberate 
effort to condition the minds of the American people to brutality; Los Angeles has 
started to show bullfights on TV••••••••Meanwhi1e, Russia broadcasts 1025 hours a week 
on shortwave, and Camnunist China f1iDgs out her message of hate, destruction and re
volt to the world, 787 hours a week••••DELIRIOUS PLANET EARTH!~----Her aura crackles 
With acute contradiction and confusion, yet through and over it all, Nature pours her 
eternal beautl for those who see with clearer sight. "~we have no abiding City;"' 
Bishop Sheen reminds us, "but we look forward to the City of Heaven"---to the "GREAT 
MORNING" which is the hope of those who are helping to fight this drama through •••••• 
Modern science has set down monsters in the -midst of those who are spiritually un
evolved. For instance, science has now actuated a bulldozer with nothing but the 
stepped-up electrical impulses from the heart of a goldfish••••••POWER~ POWER UN
BOmmED~ ••••••The closer we cane to the secrets of the Universe, says Paul Harvey, the 
more helpless we became upon the heart of the Creator. In these unprecedented days 
oh God, give us Spiritual direction. 

* * * * *
 
*THE EVERLASTING HUMAN SLANT: Gen. MacArthur is quoted as sayiDg, "The nations of the 
world will have to unite, for the next war -will be an Interplanetary War. We deal now 
not with things of this world alone •••We speak in terms of harnessing the cosmic energy 
:::of ultimate conflict between a united human race and the sinister forces of same 
other planetary galaxy." MacArthur, the great military strategist----irom what premise 
does he deduce such negativity? The UFO's are the most we know about extra-terrestr:1BJ. 
intelligence, and even the Air Force aCknow1eyes they are ha.rmless; they aJ.most 1n
variably run when they are chased. Are all humans so steeped in Science Fiction, so 
braimrashed by evil imaginings, that as soon as they begin to look out beyond our plan
et, they can see and expect nothing but EVIL in God's great Universe? 
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*SKY NEWS: A high NASA official discloses U.S. will soon probe THE MOONS OF MARS!!!! 
A Mars "Mariner" will seek to determine whether the moon Phobos is actually an arti
ficial body. Prominent astronomers now agree Phobos is slowing down in orbit; it is 
only 10 mi. in diameter &whips around Mars 3 times as fast as Mars rotates----which 
violates all known laws of natural behavior; the Mariner will check for aluminum in 
Phobos' structure. Scientists deduce it may be a HOLLOW SPHERE launched long ago by 
an advanced race on Mars; experts Webb & Harder (U. of C.) say it could be an en
closed ORBITING CITY----a "small artificial world" fully equipped for survival with 
byperponic gardens, artificial atmosphere, etc. Russians agree, add it may point to 
sealed underground bases on Mars, of a race "probably extinct by now." Entire idea 
is so fantastic, it would have been rejected a few short years ago----but NASA is in 
dead earnest!!! ••••••More on Mars: Astrophysicist Dr. Ernst Opik & 9 astronomers 
have discovered a large BULGE around the Martian equator - "apparently hollow, perhaps 
a roof built by Martians who lived---or still live---beneath it" •.••••Latest maps of 
Mars' canals show connecting networks strikingly similar to Earth's railroad maps---
dark spots on Mars are linked in patterns like rail lines linking our cities. (Credit 
for above, NICAP) ••••••The lOO-man Space Science Board of Nat'l Acad of Sci has urged 
U.S. to "speed up the search for life on other planetsll &make it the No. 1 goal in 
the space program; the giant radio-telescope lIear" at Green Bank, W. Va. should be 
reactivated, as it may have "overriding importance,1I the Board believes ••••••Coming 
in Brighton, Eng. in Sept - Int'1 Gravitation Congress, with many brain-stretching 
inventions ••••••JFK is outspoken re the value of our Space Program & will not be 
swerved from it .•••••Int'l Space lawyer Andrew Haley opines, "We will soon need an 
int'l commission to negotiate with extraterrestrial beingsll--!! 
'*WHY THE SAUCERS ABE HERE: LLP has 81ways called FIying Saucers an OMEN----a portent. 
Their infrequent visits to Earth reach back to Biblical times. But soon after man 
split the atom, they began coming here in large numbers. Their worldwide visits con
tinue. Things don't happen without reason! Certain religious students have long 
quoted the Bible verse, "This Gospel of the Kingdom shall be preached to all the world 
& then shall the end came." The word "Gospel" means "Good News." Saucers, harbingers 
of the Space Age, are other-worldly. They are an lIalert." They draw our eyes skyward. 
What more logical than that one of their great purposes should be to waken us S'omnaro
bulant, inert humans to the fact that Death is NOT THE END. Compare the ominous state 
of the world today to what it was when the Saucer incursion began 16 years ago. The 
U.s. is now on a "3-second alert." A few months ago, over balf of No. Carolina could 
have been wiped out when a 24-megaton bomb fell out of a B-52; of the 6 safety inter
locks, 5 had been set off by the fall; only the 6th prevented catastrophe. We seem 
verily to "hang by a thread." Doesn't this prove the Discs were an omen? If millions 
----atheists & all----were to be pitched into the next dimension unprepared, a stagger-· 
ing amount of work would be required on the part of higher intelligences to waken them 
to the facts of the continuity of life. By appearing in our skies, the Visitors bid 
us look UP & BEYOND the things of this world. That, therefore, is their message. The 
Gospel----the GOOD NEWS!! ••.•••••••••Saucer researchers have an inherent, compelling 
urge to get this Gospel to the people----in time, before millions "go over" believing 
Death to be the end! (Heads of UFO Groups, please use the above for open discussion.) 
*HERE & COMING: Here, world I s tiniest radio - can be worn like a wristwatch - 2"x2"
(shades of Dick Tracy!) •.••••Here, transparent thread---you can sew with it on any 
color ••••.•Here, life-size toy for your rumpus room - a talking Western gunman (dUlIlDlY) 
that fires blanks; price $2oo0••••••Here, in Germany, manmade carvings in stone dis
covered, said to be 200,000 years old; heads of animals and humans of the Ice Age ••• 
•• •Here, in Russia - lIyouth adopting U.S. beatnik ways - wild hairdos & hooliganism" • 
••••••Here, amazing so-called "psychological" tests are being put to high school stu
dents in areas of U.S.----questions are of a low & vulgar nature & are designed to 
turn children against their parents, their country, their religion, etc. ("When you 
corrupt the mora1s of the youth of a nation, Revolution is a1ready won," said Lenin.) 
•.••••Here, new 40-story Telephone Co. mdg in N.Y. has no windows; called cellar
in-the-sky, "safe from A-blasts" (holds 1500 people) ••••••Here, 4th largest industry 
in U.S. is Charity Fund Raising----B bil $ per yr----bulk of which goes into the pock
ets of the Fund Raisers; therefore, BEWABE!! ••••••Coming, a wonderful new world of 
micro-miniature electronics----IBM computers in your briefcase, etc. 
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*WAR: The u.s. spends 140 mil $ a day on Defense (millions of jobs depend on Defense) • 
••••• •At NORAD's "ww rrr" Nerve Center, eo new 3-story underground HQs is being rushed 
to completion under Cheyenne Mts, Colo. Springs ••••••War, as a game of dials &but
tons, steals on us unawares, says Prof. Eisley of U. of Pa. (A WORLD HANGS WAITING) •• 
••••Dr. Leo SZilard, one of the 3 originators of the A-Bomb, now gives the world "6 
years to live if no solution is found" - this idea is said to be secretly held by 
great numbers of people ••••• Russia brags of developing a 100-megaton warhead, & claims 
they can now launch destruction, via satellite, upon any sfgt on earth••••••UNESCO is 
asking for underground seismic explosions to explore earth s crust; it is "obviously 
the height of folly for scientists to gamble with these experiments," says Destiny Mag • 
••••••Big !-mil $ reinforcements planned for White House bomb shelter (most of it un
der Treasury) •••••Tiny pencil-like geiger counter clips on your pocket, whistles when 
radiation gets too high ••••.Frank Edwards tells midnight radio audience the next war 
will be fought not with H-Bombs but with LASERSl ••••••People are "proceeding the way 
of Death in a big hurry," says Japanese editor ("Brothers" Mag.) ••••••JFK declares: 
if Khrush pressed the button, it would all be over in 18 hrs----"WAR IS NO LONGER A 
RATIONAL ALTERNATIVE." ••••• "Mankind must either learn to live together or prepare to 
perish together," states the Pope. 

*HEALTH FRONT: Cancer "March" on Washingtonl 75 cancer patients who are being kept 
alive by experimental drug KREBIOZEN came to Congress May 13 to ask Gov't to approve 
the drug; FDA threatens to void it entirely----meaning a "death sentence" for lOOts 
in U.S. now taking it. Non-toxic Krebiozen, tested on 5000 patients since 1951, has 
shown a 7\/fo favorable response; AMA. & FDA oppose it because of medical politics. If 
FDA halts production, those who die will be martyrs, &a wrathful public may rise up 
and smite the wrong-doers. WATCH! ••••••New, dangerous high-pressure campaign is on 
to fluoridate all u.S. drinking water; N.Y.C., which has kept free from toxic fluo
rides till now0eems about to crack----mayor favors it, but Health Dept. officials 
are fighting it in press & on radio. (If your city is threatened, demand referemum.) 
••••••Letter from Ann Wigmore, D.D. (P.O. Box 189, Astor Sta., Boston 23) tells about 
her "Wheat Grass" therapy; sprouts are grown in your own kitchen, placed in juicer & 
taken by patient; tests show effectiveness on cancer &le rosy; even fallout radia
tion seems to be amenable; (holds great promise -Ed•••••••Special Gov't Comm. has 
found U.S. contamination with pesticide is complete - man & every living thing so far 
examined by scientists is contaminated with minute amounts of DDT; pesticide industry 
waging mocking &vicious campaigns in own behalf ••••••Solution of granulated sugar in 
warm water sprayed on fruit trees, grapes, roses, etc. found more effective than pes
ticides - & harmless! ••••••AMA drops study of tobacco dangers----tobacco stocks spurt 
upward; (dirty work at the crossroads - Ed.) ••••••The battle between people & poisons 
has reached a critical stage, saysOrgElJ]ic Gardening----POlSONS may emerge victorious! 
••••••FDA states U.S. public health is fine; yet Dr. Carlton Fredericks, lecturing 
on nutrition over WOR (NY), gets 1000 pathetic letters per week from people who beg 
for help •••••25k mil people in U.S. have arthritis, says Johns Hopkins - blames faul
ty nutrition••••••The lowest creatures on the Planet are the GHOULS who profiteer on 
the sick! (What karma they are piling up •••••• ) 

*WEATHER FRONT: Chas. Wells charges an almost complete news blackout re the weather; 
says scientists are greatly concerned about link between nuclear tests & the strange 
&violent behavior of the elements in recent years. The number of megatons of explo
sives set off in last series by U.S. & USSR equals sum total of all previous blasts. 
"Before 1950 there were about 150 tornadoes each year----now around 700l People are 
not being told the truth." - 

*SECRECY----THERE'S LOTS YOU'RE NOT TO KNOW: News is being "managed" today more than 
ever before, says Editor of Encyclopedia Britannica. Vital facts are be1ng suppressed 
&distorted----even falsified, declares Howard K. Smith; he adds, "Of all cities with 
newspapers, 95i are now one-paper cities" (making it easier for the controlling of 
your mind) •••••We learn that many interviews in the Pentagon are conducted by written 
notes passed back & forth while the parties talk aloud about the "weather"----because 
most offices are "bugged." •••••Pentagon documents are sanetimes tagged "SECRET" mere
ly to cover up mistakes or to avoid criticism. "Pentagon classifies enough documents 
every week to form a pile higher than the Empire state Bldg."----!! 

*BEST CURE FOR EARTH'S UNIVERSAL DISEASE, EGOTISM - is the study of Astronomy. 
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*SAUCER FRONT: U.S.A.F. trying doggedly to sink the Saucers, but public won't be 
hoodwinked: NICAP official tells LLP that interest in UFO's is now at an all-time 
high; a great expectancl is felt across the land----"people are waiting for SOME
THING: " ••••••0' er the ramparts we watch, the Saucers still zoom••••••Worldwide bul
letins arrive almost daily, with news of "strange lights", "mystery objects", "fire
balls" & "flashes"----reminding one of the "Signs in the Heavens" predicted in the 
Last Days •••••••Over a major A:F base in Norway (HQs for U-2 planes) a brilliant UFO 
"shaped like a pyram1d II rose slowly & hung in the sky for 2 brs; thru binoculars it 
showed a luminous cupola; 2 nights later, it returned & again stayed 2 brs; planes 
from base couldn't approach its height •••••At Monterey, Calif, 2 formations of UFO's 
(about 24 in each were clearly seen by loo's on the ground as they glided silently 
out over the Pacific waters; local papers & radio carried it; wire services, nil ••• 
• • •Near Perth, Aus., a huge cresent-shaped "thing" hovered in mid-day, was wat'C'hed 
for J~ brs by chief meteorologist; scores who heard. news over radio rushed outdoors 
to view it ••••••On Garret Mtn, N.J., 200 people watched a dozen bright White, round 
Saucers, in 2 parallel formations, go hurtling over the mountain ••••••England 's BBC 
carried news of an auto being buzzed closely by a silvery, luminous object bigger 
than the car (item carried even by The Times of London) ••••••Over a 4-day period in 
So. Australia "blazing sky objects" were widely seen; 5 children witnessed a pair 
of slow-moving UFO' s approach a larger craft and "disappear into i til; Gov't astron
omer opined, "probably a meteor"--!: ••••••Machine gunlike rattles alerted lOO's near 
Johannesburg, S.A., who beheld a spectacle "like a long fluorescent light tube" de
scending in the sky; at point where it seemed to strike earth, not a trace was 10
cated ••••••Last Oct., a mother & 3 children witnessed a LANDING on a hillside near 
Adelaide, Aus.; discoid ship had 4-legged "landing gear" & round windows; man with 
helmet & "breathing apparatus" emerged, worked on one of the landing legs for 40 mins, 
returned up steps into ship & took off---lst slowly, then with great speed ••••••Near 
beachf'ront in Durban, S.A., a group of night bathers were astounded by a silent for
mation of "at least 60 large golden lights, bigger than stars, deployed in perfectly 
straight lines which formed 2 squares;" they swept in from the east, made a sharp 
900 turn & zoomed out over the bay ••••••A number of British papers &mags now treat
ing Saucers seriously; long-suppressed facts are being read by millions ••••••NICAP's 
HQs here getting phone calls from newspapers all over U.S., asking for info on the 
forthcoming "REPORT TO CONGRESS" on UFO's ••••••BBC TV network carried telecast on 
Saucers Feb. 8, repeated by request Mar. 27; 6-man panel had Waveney Girvan, Desmond 
Leslie, et ali "very favorable" to subject! ••••••In F.S. Review, British scholar 
documents 200 UFO sightings in ANCIENT ROMAN literature--tl 

*JAPANESE UFO RESEARCHERS doing a magnificent job of alerting their nation. CM' s 
slick 34-pg monthly mag, "Flying Saucer News" is crammed with photos & sketches show
ing Saucer flights, widespread UFO group meetings, etc. Steady stream of sightings 
keeps public interest at peak. Editor went up into Tokyo Tower to take photos for 
cover of Special Issue; suddenly 2 silvery discs appeared over city, were caught by 
camera in 3 clear shots. (Theme of this issue is "THE COMING CATACLYSM"; cover de
picts Tokyo being swept under by a huge tidal wave.) We may well watch Japan in these 
Last Days, because of its unique position----Baptism with the A-Bomb. 

*GLOBAL SCALE RESEARCH COMING? Last Sept., 7 Saucer clubs met in London & formed the 
British UFO Assoc. They now have 11 - &the Assoc. is starting a quarterly journal 
(illus.) Some 10,000 detailed sighting reports are on file & a punch-card. system for 
indexing is being installed. Together with Gen. Chassin, 5-star ex-NATO Air Chief, 
they envision this research being done on a global scale, & perhaps receiving the 
recognition of UNESCO. Gen. Chassin declared, "The UN should be interested in probing 
the Flying Saucer mystery." He stated pointedly that if we persist in refusing to 
recognize the existence of these unidentified objects, "we will end up one fine day 
in mistaking them for guided missiles----and the 'Worst will be upon us." The British 
Assoc. states there is no other field of study re events of the present day in which 
so much inspiration can be found----"inspiration that enables us to work tirelessly 
&unceasinglyl" •••••••.••Oh, the arrogance of those who think they can BUTTON UP THE 
SKY---who disallow others the testimony of their own eyes ••••••Oh, the pathos of the 
way this greatest of all subjects has been treated by EGOCENTRICS IN HIGH PLACES! 
The time of reckoning is coming----it's closer than you think••• 
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*PUBLISHING NEWS: New weekly "HEALTH BULLETIN" (Rodale Press, Emmaus, Fa.) widely 
acclaimed as presenting completely honest news in health field, without smothering 
effects of pressure groups; sources of news on health in u.s. are now almost com
pletely dominated by AMA, drug m:f'rs &Fed'l Agencies ••••••Just rec'd at LLP, "Book 
of Brothers (esoteric); deals with our relation to Space Beings - by Margit Mustapa • 
•• ••••A most exciting book is "Hubble Atlas of Galaxies" by sandage; has photos of 
176 galaxies, each fully described; book called "a window on the Universe" •••••••• 
Millions in u.s. are allergic to chemicals now used on foods, say 2 MOts, Drs. Spetz 
& Randolph in important new book, "Human Ecology & Susceptibility to the Chemical 
Environment;" solution: organic gardening••••••Rec'd at LLP, "Answers for the Wor
ried Smoker," by Dr. E. McBean••••••UFO fans note: - new address for Gene Duplantier's 
excellent pub is "SAUCERS, SPACE & SCIENCE," 17 Shetland st., Willowdale, Ontario, 
Canada •••••• Coming, by the stormy Dr. W. D. Chesney (MD): "Confidential Medical Con
spirators •" Dr. Chesney was once almost martyred by his persecutors. At age 83 he 
says, "I am still trying to get folks to rise & smite the crooks who are sending 
humanity down into the pit" ••••••Just rec'd from Humanitarian Soc'y, PO Box 77, Qua
kertown, Pa. - "AGE OF TREASON" - also "Your Health & sanity in the Age of Treason" 
plus several booklets on cancer, Poisons in Food, etc. 
~ CWSING DOOR ON CAPITOL HILL: There are 6000 known lobbyists in Washington, & 
1000's unknown, who stand between you & Congress;- with almost 10~ control. Most of 
these are tied to Big Business; press is afraid to tell you. Largest is American 
Medical Assoc, which deals with your most precious possession---your HEALTH. We 
have Government by Special Interest, says incisive prober Chas. Wells. You, the 
average citizen, are about "2 inches high"----let Congress know your eyes are ~, 

by supporting right Group-action (Nat'l Health Fed, Consumers Union, Farmers union, 
etc. - &of course, LLP right here at Hqs.) All such "watchdogs" need more help, 
before The Door closes:

*NATURE: LLP has recently made contact with 7 big Nature organizations----5 with H~ 

here in Wash' n; we'll let you know more about them; note 2 encl' s herewith ••••Nat '1 
Wildlife Fed has branches in every state & on toward 2 mil members •••Humane Socy esti 
mates 3/4 bil animals are killed on highways annually ••••••300 mil animals are used 
each year for experiments. ("He who is not actively kind is cruel," said John Ruskin.) 
•••••• Reports are coming in on atomically-mutated insects; one of the most shocking 
is a "bee-like creature 4 inches longit !! 

'*MAILBAG: Mailman routed us out early one morning with a Reg. letter from a subscriber 
in Ghana----yes, the New Age Battlers are everywhere ••••••Letter from a Minister de
cries the "GREAT FREEZE on UFO's"; lays it to Industrial & Military complex; adds, 
"Would that LLP had 10 mil readers" ••••••L.A., Cal., tho blind, writes us in long
hand; says a friend reads LLP to her; sends blessings "till your ascension in the 
Light" •.•••J •N., Minn., asks for copy of our plan for a Clearing House of HUI!lB.n Needs 
••••••M.J., Wyo., says "The morning glories you sent still come up as volunteers all 
over the yard; I think of you every time I see them" ••••••M.McK., Cal., calls LLP 
"only source of real info along the lines of our interest" ••••••Arthur Clarke, Ceylon, 
who had been ill, writes he is back on the job ••••••E.N., Sweden, writes of her tire
less efforts to ge~ the Gospel to her countrymen (a heroic effort - Ed.) ......Now, be
fore we ''blast off , we want to thank you for all your letters (to which we seldom can 
do justice) & any gifts which you have sent or may be able to send. The New Age tempo 
is increasing, & our program with it. We have need for more support to help open the 
FLOOOOATES. Mercury Magazine writes, "There is no profit in subscriptions---were you 
to strip magaZines of their adv. & their subsidy for political bias, their price would 
exceed $5.00 a ~." LLP carries no adv'g, but you have the power to hurl further 
this "Burning Brand" (as one Ed. calls LLP) & so hurry in the New Age! l 
~ LITTLE LISTENING POST is issued every few weeks - "when the news boils over"---

from Washington, news Capital of the World. It is sweeping the Far-Out Front, ~
ning, weighing, evaluating that which comes galloping over the horizon to insinuate 
itself into the human stream of affairs, whether or not we are prepared. Be watchful 
••••••These times are a PERSONAL CHALLENGE to everyone----to YOU! Listen in - with 
The Little Listening Postl!! 
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